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Static Code For Init Components 
Processor Expert  
 

Processor Expert software allows fast creation 
of drivers customized to application 
requirements without the need to have 
knowledge of silicon. With the help of Eclipse 
based graphical interface where you can 
configure your driver and generate 
corresponding source code. However, in some 
cases fully generated source code is not 
acceptable, especially in applications with an 
emphasis on safety, applications where code 
certification is a requirement or if a software 
developer wants to have a full control over the 
application code. 
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1 About this paper 
This paper introduces new Processor Expert features: 

• Static initialization code 

• Local and shared static code repository 

• New embedded initialization components 

The importance of software in today’s world of embedded solutions brings more demand on software 
tools side and variety of requirements they should meet. Let us look at two examples of embedded 
application developers and their demands: 

• Developers who do not want to bother with all the hardware complexity or who are interested in 
specific functionality. For example, developers who want to initialize silicon to certain state and 
run the application on it or to use Processor Expert embedded components just to create 
communication interface between microcontroller and external devices. 

• Developers who know the silicon that they use and want to have a full control over the code. 
For example, developers of motor control applications that require the safety standards. 

Processor Expert usability for users from the second group was limited however, new Processor Expert 
features offers solutions for applications where generated code is not acceptable and full control over the 
code is necessary. Now, we can offer static initialization code with more transparent coverage of MCU 
peripherals using Processor Expert embedded initialization components.  

2 Static initialization code 
For supported microcontrollers, Processor Expert embedded initialization components now use static 
peripheral initialization driver. Each instance of MCU peripheral has its own initialization driver placed 
in static (not generated) module. This guarantees easier certification of application developed with 
Processor Expert while preserving initialization components graphical interface to which users are used 
to. The only difference is that initialization components added to project no longer generate full source 
code. Instead, only configuration header file included in static initialization driver is generated. 

Also, hardware startup (controlled by Processor Expert processor (CPU) component) is part of the new 
static initialization drivers along with processor component runtime methods. As processor memory map 
and Peripheral Device Drivers (PDD) are already part of Processor Expert static library, developers are 
now able to create applications not containing any generated source modules. From now, Processor 
Expert can be used to create certification-aware software applications. 

Another advantage of the static initialization drivers is that their source code is placed in common .c/.h 
modules so software developer is able to modify Processor Expert peripheral initialization driver and 
customize it according to application requirements. 
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2.1 Local and shared static drivers’ repository  
The new feature introduced with improved Processor Expert static code support is possibility to choose 
where the static drivers should be stored. For each project there are two options, store complete set of 
static drivers directly in the project directory or link the project with common static drivers repository 
stored in Processor Expert installation directory. 

Standalone projects with static drivers stored directly in the project directory are used when it’s 
necessary to have the projects independent of each other and from development environment. Changes 
made in drivers in one project don’t affect rest of the projects. Also, standalone project allows easier 
application distribution as all the project source modules are in one place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Example of standalone project 

Although in this case static library is independent from currently used development environment 
developer still has option to synchronize project’s local repository with the common one, for example in 
case that the development environment is updated with a newer version of Processor Expert static 
drivers. Processor Expert detects changes in the shared repository, informs user about them and offers 
project local repository update. It is possible to review all the changes in the code and decide to accept 
or deny update for each static source file separately. If the update is denied it is still possible to 
synchronize repository later. 

Shared static drivers repository is advantageous when more projects should share the same version of 
static drivers. In this case, static drivers are not physically placed in the project directory but each 
project is virtually linked with shared, common repository. This way the management of the projects’ 
drivers can be done in one place and any changes made in the shared repository is automatically 
distributed across all of the linked projects, for example in case of bug fixing or library update and also 
backup or archiving of the static drivers versions is very simple. 

It is of course possible to combine both approaches when some of the projects use shared repository and 
others local repositories. 
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Figure 2 Example of linked project 

2.2 New embedded initialization components 
Previously, some of the MCU peripherals (typically system peripherals like System Integration Module 
or Interrupt Controller) were not covered by distinct Processor Expert initialization component, their 
configuration was controlled by processor (CPU) component or distributed among multiple components. 
Such fragmentation is not always clear and is not suitable for developers familiar with hardware they use 
and those who orients in chip configuration using reference manuals. To help developers in creating 
their application faster and smoother, Processor Expert now allows to configure each peripheral using its 
own initialization component (with exception for system and bus clock generator peripherals, whose 
control remain with processor component, as they are part of Processor Expert timing model and their 
initialization is done during the startup). However, it is still possible to configure settings like pin 
routing or interrupts where they are needed. Both possibilities are explained in the following example. 

Let us have an application that uses A/D converter with measurement synchronized with external device 
connected using pin on chip package. Routing of such pin can be a complex job, for example, switch pin 
functionality from GPIO function to peripheral function (controlled by GPIO peripheral), if pin has 
multiple peripheral functions choose the right one (controlled by System Integration peripheral) and 
connect the pin with right peripheral (controlled by Crossbar Switch peripheral). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Example of ADC synchronization pin routing 
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The developer whose application uses pin (interrupt, peripheral’s clock gate enable or any similar 
resource) and do not want to bother with its routing settings can make the settings specific for peripheral 
that uses the resource (for example, the synchronization pin can be selected in the ADC initialization 
component). In such case, Processor Expert takes care of initialization code of functionalities external to 
configured peripheral and generates it (in example, the code initializing particular GPIO, SIM, and 
XBAR registers is generated). 

If developer requires full control over the code it is possible to add to the project initialization 
components for all peripherals involved in routing of some resource and make the settings manually. 
Then Processor Expert will not generate any code and application contains only static source code. 

3 Summary 
Processor Expert now offers solution for applications where generated code is not acceptable. 
Initialization of processor is possible using static, optimized and open drivers preserving all benefits of 
rapid development tool. New features include: 

• Static driver used in all initialization drivers 

• Projects with local or shared static drivers repositories 

• New initialization components 

Processor Expert with these new features supports different development approaches, from small 
demonstration applications to complex embedded solutions with safety critical aspects or applications 
requiring software certification. 

Full coverage of these new features is available for selected families.  
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